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SUMMARY

Korea is operating seven Joint Coordinating Committees including Joint

Standing Committee on Nuclear Energy Cooperation (JSCNEC) with

U.S.A and Joint Coordinated Committee with Canada.

Various matters encompassing eight policy matters, fourteen technical

cooperation matters, thirteen nuclear safety cooperation matters and six

safeguards matters were discussed at the 19th R.O.K-U.S.A JSCNEC

held June 22 — 26 in Seoul and Taejon. Among these, the matters related

to KAERI are the thirteen technical cooperation and two nuclear safety

cooperation concerns.

Also, various matters encompassing thirteen policy matters, eight

administrative matters, seventeen technical cooperation matters were

discussed at the 15th R.O.K-Canada JCC held June 1-3 in Seoul.

Among these, the matters related to KAERI are the eight technical

cooperation concerns.

Besides North American countries, this report includes the status of

cooperations with South American countries, such as Brazil, with which

both countries hope to conclude a bilateral agreement as well as

cooperation for a research reactor, Chile, with which we will cooperate

in various areas based on an MOU, and Argentine, with which we are

ready to conclude an agreement between KAER1/TCNC and ABACC.

The objective of this report is to review the status of technical

cooperation between North American countries and R.O.K to cope with

the international nuclear situation. An additional objective is to

investigate the cooperative status and plans with the South American

countries.

After its publication, we intend to implement a bilateral cooperation

more effectively by devising follow-up measures for each country. This

will be achieved through thorough management of its progress and

systematic cooperation in work affairs between government personnel

and KAERI personnel responsible for bilateral cooperation with each

country.
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